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John Austin pioneered the transformation of complicated organ mechanisms into marvels of elegant
simplicity and reliability, taming the problems of early electric-action pipe organs and paving the way to
great success in becoming the organbuilder of choice to America's "carriage trade" churches and institutions.
Through more than a century, the style of Austin organs has echoed general trends in American musical
taste. Those trends and the political and economic situations that molded the 20th-century organ bring to
sharper focus a comprehension of the past century's music, musicians and organs. Read of one man's plan to
acquire all of America's large organbuilders, of the Austin firm's relationship to other firms, of the people
who have designed, built, and sold Austin organs, and of major organbuilders associated with Austin
including Robert Hope-Jones, Robert Pier Elliot, Carlton Michell, Edwin Votey, Philipp Wirsching, James
B. Jamison, Felix and Otto Schoenstein, Richard Piper, Henry Willis, and dozens more. Histories of famous
Austin organs are recounted in detail. Tonal and technical descriptions of many organs illustrate instruments
of various sizes and purposes in each decade. Of 2,781 Austin organs built through 1999, several early ones
survive with few alterations: opus 2 built in 1894 in Detroit; opus 22 (1898) in Hartford, Connecticut; and
opus 92 (1903) in Denver. Great municipal organs of the 1910s and 1920s, exuberant expressions of civic
pride, still thrill audiences with majestic tuttis and rainbows of contrasting tone colors. As this book comes
off the press, large organs completed in the factory at Hartford, Connecticut, crown more than a hundred
years of Austin organs.
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From reader reviews:

Edmond Pounds:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information presently can get by anyone in everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be consider when
those information which is in the former life are challenging to be find than now's taking seriously which one
is suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable resource then you get
it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities will not happen
throughout you if you take Austin Organs as your daily resource information.

Stephen Hancock:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book specifically book entitled Austin
Organs your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a reserve then become
one web form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get previous to. The Austin Organs
giving you an additional experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful facts for
your better life on this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind is going
to be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try this extraordinary
wasting spare time activity?

Richard Mills:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside using friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by studying a book. Ugh,
think reading a book can actually hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It all right you can
have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Austin Organs which is getting the
e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

Charles Melendez:

That book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Austin Organs was colourful and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Austin Organs has many kinds or type. Start from kids until teens.
For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there.
Therefore not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and chill out.
Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading that.
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